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Axminster clamp / Centring point

ON TEST

Axminster Power Hand Clamp
TESTED BY ANDY STANDING

Woodworkers all have their favourite clamps. Some swear by
the traditional metal G-clamp, while others prefer
efer more modern
lightweight designs. However, whatever your preferences the
function of the clamp remains the same. It must
ust be able to hold
ho
two or more items together securely and reliably.
ably. From clamping
cla
up boards for a table top to holding delicate decorativ
decorative
ative features in
position, clamps must be both reliable and sensitive.
ensiti
sitive.
These Axminster Power Hand Clamps
have an unusual design, with wide jaws and
handles that are squeezed together to
o
apply pressure, up to a claimed maximum
mum
of 40kg. They come in two sizes – 58mm
m
and 100mm. After fitting the clamp, you
slide a spring-loaded pawl along the
toothed rail to lock the jaws in position. To
free the clamp, you press the release lever
and the jaws spring apart.
They’re certainly fast and convenient to use,
e, and
nd
the jaw shape means that they’ll reach where other
clamps can’t. However, I found that the hard jaw pads
tended to slip and it was difficult to apply enough
ough
pressure for a secure grip.

£4.20
&
£5.90

VERDICT
These are slightly disapp
disappointing
appo
clamps,
some
good features.
though they have som
ome go
can give
The unusual jaw
ws
shape ca
access
more traditional
improved acce
cess over mo
styles,
clamp style
yles, and they can be used
single-handed.
single-ha
-handed.
PROS  Versatile shape
PR
 Fast to use
 Good price
CONS  H
Hard
d jjaw pads
d can slip
 Not for high-pressure jobs
VALUE FOR MONEY     
PERFORMANCE
    

FURTHER INFORMATION
■ Axminster
■ 0800 371822
■ www.axminster.co.uk
The ratchet clamping mechanism

The hinged jaws have hard pads

Wealden centring point
TESTED BY RON FOX

This is a steel pin machined with 1⁄4in and 1⁄2in shanks, the ends of
which are ground to accurate points. To use the pin, you insert the
appropriate end in the router collet and align the projecting
j
ng point
with the marked cutting line. Use the router
utter
t side fence, a
straightedge or whatever else you need to
t help you position
the point accurately. When you’re satisfied
e with the router’s
position, remove the pin and replace it with
w the
required cutter. You can also use it to lay off
the position of a cut. It’s brilliant!

Using the
centring
point to
position a
mortise cut

Transferring
centre line
settings on
a WoodRat
WR600

VERDICT

£3.50

This is a simple and inexpensive tool for
positioning router cuts that saves time
and improves accuracy.
PROS  Inexpensive
P
 Precise in action
CONS  Easy to lose!
C
VALUE FOR MONEY     
V
PERFORMANCE
P
    

FURTHER INFORMATION
■ Wealden Tool Company
■ 0800 328 4183
■ www.wealdentool.com

www.getwoodworking.com
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